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GRANT CAMERON
CORRESPONDENT

For municipal workers, stopping watermain leaks can 
be a never-ending battle. Small leaks that are diffi-
cult to detect can quickly become big leaks. And, as 

municipalities know all too well, big leaks can take out a 
road.

Imagine, then, detecting a leak just as it starts?
A novel, game-changing technology developed by 

Digital Water Solutions (DWS) can do just that. The com-
pany has come up with a monitoring device that fits inside 
a standard fire hydrant, constantly listening for anything 
out of the ordinary in the water system to detect a water-
main break before it gets worse.

A unit — about the size of a small shoebox — is also 
attached to the outside of the fire hydrant. The sensors 
inside the fire hydrant use sound technology to listen for 
abnormal patterns that may result in leaks. The sensors 
monitor the drinking water system, providing live data on 
temperature and pressure.

When noise levels of running water get significantly 
higher than the established baseline and consistently stay 
high, it indicates a leak. Cloud-based analytics track the 
data, sending automatic alerts to managers of any suspi-
cious patterns.

“The whole point is that if you have an ongoing leak the 
noise level will stay high and you’ll hear it,” explains Tim 

Sutherns, head of automation and controls at DWS.
“We track baselines against previous historical data and 

what we’re basically looking for is significant changes in 
the pattern.

“It’s like pattern recognition. If you have an ongoing 
leak, you’ll hear it. By looking for pattern changes, we can 
identify something that’s not normal and, if that’s the case, 
then send out an alert to the municipality.”

The technology was tested recently by the City of Wat-
erloo. Forty units were installed on hydrants in the city 
covering approximately 10 square kilometres. The units 
cost about $10,000 each. The city obtained funding from 
the Canadian Water and Wastewater Fund to implement 
the technology.

Each area was selected because of a history of leaks or 
breaks and the opportunity to test the units on different 
pipe materials.

The kit includes both the sensor and the electronics box 
which is attached to the outside of the fire hydrant. The 
electronics are on the outside so batteries can be changed 
easily and the modem can transmit information clearly. 
Inside, a stainless-steel ball goes on the lower valve assem-
bly of the fire hydrant.

Sutherns says the technology is unique because it 
senses the pressure below the valve of the fire hydrant so 
there are no issues with freezing and therefore it allows the 
hydrants to remain in service year-round.

The sensors constantly collect water column pressure 
readings — up to 100 times a second to be exact — and do 
acoustic sampling at 4,000 times a second.

According to a report by Waterloo staff, the results of 
the test were a success, as the kits enabled the city to mon-
itor pressure, transient pressure, acoustics or leak detec-
tion, and water temperature to gain greater visibility into 
the water distribution system and a deeper understanding 
of one of the city’s largest unseen assets.

“Typically, you don’t get to see those assets until there’s 
water flowing down your streets and residents calling in 
saying, ‘What just happened?’ ” says Sutherns.

The city notes the installed sensors enabled the municip-
ality to identify four events in the system, confirming the 
validity of the instrumentation and the value of the units.

In two of the events, the sensors detected watermain 
breaks. One was detected by acoustic sensors during over-
night monitoring periods within the area where the units 
were installed while the other detected a leak that resulted 
from a pipe being ruptured by a backhoe about six kilo-
metres from the hydrants outfitted with sensors.

The sensors also picked up anomalies when an elevat-
ed tank was taken out of service and the instrumentation 
in the city’s system immediately recorded a change in the 
distribution system pressure.

A fourth event demonstrated the sensitivity of the 
devices. A small leak was detected using the acoustic data 
within an area monitored overnight by the units and an 
investigation discovered the event was an individual fill-
ing his swimming pool using a garden hose at a flow rate 
of up to 25 litres per minute.

“What they’ve found is that the data they’ve been receiv-
ing has been valuable and they’re able to see what’s hap-
pening in their system,” says Sutherns.

“They’re able to see everything from their pumps and 
valves and what’s going on and closing, and they’re able to 
see when a leak occurs, and they can pick up watermain 
breaks. It has been successful in terms of what they were 
hoping to achieve which is huge.”

The technology has also been installed in Guelph, Chat-
ham-Kent and Wellington, as well as the United States and 
Iceland. DWS also has purchase orders from two more 
municipalities and is meeting with others.

The kits can be uninstalled and reinstalled in less than 
two hours.

For the test in Waterloo, kits were installed on every 
hydrant in a pre-determined area. Based on the success of 
the first test, the city now plans to widen the coverage area 
and space them every three to five hydrants.

The city has recently approved an automated water 
metre reading system so every house will soon be provid-
ing data which will provide even more help with water-
main leak detection.

Waterloo successfully pilots water infrastructure leak detection technology

DIGITAL WATER SOLUTIONS

Here is what a watermain leak detection system looks like 
which is installed to a fire hydrant. The technology was 
recently tested by the City of Waterloo in an area of 10 
sqaure kilometres. 
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Population growth of Canada’s major urban 
areas outpaces the rest of the country

Approaching the beginning of the third 
decade of the 21st century, Canada is urban-
izing at an unprecedented rate. This obser-
vation is based on Statistics Canada’s recent 
release of the nation’s sub-provincial popula-
tion estimates which reported that during the 
12 months ending July 1, 2019, the population 
of Canada’s largest urban areas increased by 
463,000 (1.75%). To put this growth rate in 
perspective, over the same period the popula-
tion of the rest of the country increased by just 

68,000 (0.6%). As noted in last year’s Snapshot #19, which focused 
on Canada’s total population as of July 1, 2019, almost all the popu-
lation growth in Canada’s large urban centres was fuelled by per-
manent and temporary immigration.

The subprovincial population estimates highlight four signifi-
cant aspects of the growth of Canada’s CMAs (Census Metro Areas 
with populations of more than 100,000) over the recent past.

Ontario has the fastest growing CMAs led by 
Kitchener-Cambridge-Waterloo

For the second consecutive year, Kitchener-Cambridge-
Waterloo was the fastest-growing CMA in Canada. After posting 
growth of 2.6% in 2017-18, it saw its population growth accel-
erate to 2.8% in 2018/19. Next, London, Ontario posted growth of 
2.3% in 2018/19 after a gain of 2.4% the previous year. It is worth 
noting that both Kitchener-Cambridge-Waterloo and London are 
home to major universities that serve as a magnet for individ-
uals both inside and more importantly outside the country. The 
third fastest-growing city in 2018/19 was the Ontario portion of 
Ottawa/Gatineau which saw its population accelerate from 2.2% 
in 2017-18 to 2.3% in 2018/19.

Growth of baby boomers in Canada’s CMAs is still strong 
but gradually slowing

Over the past 75 years, the post-war baby boom has had a pro-
found impact on all aspects of Canada’s social and economic fabric. 
While this demographic group is still the fastest 
growing in Canada’s major urban centres, the growth 
of individuals aged 55 to 75 has steadily slowed from 
3.8% to 2.8% over the past nine years. Despite this 
gradual slowing, this age group continues to expand 
at an above-average rate of 3.0% in a third of the 
country’s 35 CMAs. Topping the list of the 12 CMAs 
which experienced the fastest growth of (now aging) 
baby boomers is Calgary, Alberta with a year-over-
year increase of 4.4% in 2018/19. Barrie, Ontario saw 
growth of 4.3% followed by Saskatoon, Saskatch-
ewan (+4.3%) and Oshawa, Ontario (+3.9%).

Millennials are making an increasing contri-
bution to CMA growth

Approximately one in three (29%) of Cana-
dians currently living in a CMA is a millennial (i.e. 
an individual aged 20 to 39). entering their prime 

working and spending year). Over the past 4 years, the growth 
rate of this age group accelerated from 0.4% to a record 2.5% in 
2018/19. Consistent with the fact that it is one of Canada’s premier 
tech hubs, the millennial age group in Kitchener-Cambridge-
Waterloo increased by 6.0% in 2018/19 after posting a gain of 
4.7% in 2017/18. In Windsor, the number of millennials rose by 
4.4% accounting for two-thirds of the CMA’s population growth 
in 2018/19. 

Other CMA’s which have experienced above-average growth 
in the number of millennials include Abbotsford-Mission, British 
Columbia (+4.0%), London, Ontario (+3.7%), Toronto, Ontario 
(+3.7%) and Halifax, Nova Scotia (+3.6%). Since they are younger, 
it is not surprising that the rising concentration of millennials has 
lowered the median age of Canada’s CMAs, currently 39.5 yrs, 
relative to the rest of country (45.7 yrs).

Suburban population growth particularly strong close 
to the Toronto CMA

The one final development revealed by the latest population 
estimates is the evidence of accelerating urban spread — some 
might say sprawl. This phenomenon is very pronounced in the 
area on the outskirts of Toronto. Whereas Toronto CMA saw 
its population increase by 2% in each of the past two years, the 
municipality of East Gwillimbury to the north saw population 
growth of 10% in 2018/19 after posting a gain of 12% in 2017/18. 
To the west, the population of Milton increased by 5.1%, followed 
by Brampton (+4.7%) and Shelburne (+4%). Given the federal 
government’s plan to admit 340,000 immigrants to Canada in 
2020 and since Toronto attracts approximately a third of inter-
national migrants, it appears likely that population growth in the 
municipalities on the edge of Toronto will continue to outpace the 
whole CMA for the next several years.

John Clinkard has over 35 years’ experience as an economist in international, 
national and regional research and analysis with leading � nancial institutions 
and media outlets in Canada.

Growth of Population in 
Census Metro Areas vs Rest of Country

Data Source: Statistics Canada / Chart: ConstructConnect — CanaData.
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 Ten CMA's With Fastest Growing Baby Boom Population and Millennial Population 

Source: Data: Statistics Canada/Chart: ConstructConnect, CanaData
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GANDLGROUP.COM

TO BE
STRONGER
TOGETHER

Brock Aggregates is trusted for supplying the Greater Toronto Area with the highest 
quality aggregates, from sand, stone and gravel to limestone screenings, ¾ crush  
and crusher run limestone. We are widely recognized as a leader in the industry for  
our quality and superior customer service for over 20 years.
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Manufacturer  and  Distributor
of hot forged bolts, specialty threaded products and fasteners

 in accordance with the highest quality standards – Niagara Fasteners.
Our manufacturing range is from  1/2" to 2 1/2" 
 diameter, and M16 to M36.

   

All Major Head Configurations

Materials
 SAE Grades 2,5,8; ASTM Grades A307-B;
   A193-B7-B8; A320-L7; A325; A354-BC or BD; 
     A449; A490; Stainless.

Threading
Fully threaded rods and studs from 1/4" to 6"diameter   UNC - UNF - 
  ACME - Metric - British - Rope.

Anchor Bolts

 Larger diameter blanks and, all common grades 
   are stocked and ready for threading to your 
    specifications.

Hex; Heavy Hex; Square Carriage; Guard Rail;
 Specials.

TSSA QA 423
CSA Z299.3

ISO 9001
Registered

                             

  
  

Custom to your specifications:  straight; bent; re-bar; multi-unit.

Precision Machining
We have CNC lathes with live tooling and bar feeding 

capabilities, and a fully equipped machine shop with presses, benders, 
saws, drills and mills, welders and conventional lathes. With our in house 
capabilities and our standard o� the shelf  
fasteners we are able to o�er a  
complete line of structural bolting,  
on time and at a competitive price.

6095 Progress Street, P.O. Box148, Niagara Falls, ON Canada L2E 6S8  905.356.6887  
1.800.263.3602  fax 905.356.5747  nfsales@niagarafasteners.com  www.niagarafasteners.com

DAN O’REILLY
CORRESPONDENT

The largest single capital investment in 
Hamilton’s history is officially titled: 
The Woodward Avenue Wastewater 

Treatment Plant Upgrades.
But that heading doesn’t really convey 

the full scope of an approximately $340-mil-
lion upgrade of the city’s main wastewater 
treatment plant — the purpose of which is 
to improve the water quality of Hamilton 
Harbour.

Preceded by planning, public consultations, 
and design, the upgrade project is intended 
to manage wet weather flows, provide bet-
ter treatment capacity and meet a number of 
objectives defined by the Hamilton Harbour 
Remedial Action Plan (HHRAP) — a long 
term undertaking to restore the harbour.

A major objective of the upgrades is to 
meet the HHRAP’s targets for the reducing 
the amount of ammonia flowing into the 
harbour, “as ammonia in high concentra-
tions is toxic to flora and fauna in aquatic 
ecosystems,” says Andrew Grice, director of 
Hamilton Water.

And attaining that objective is the reason 
new tanks are being added to Woodward’s 
secondary treatment process — which is 
comprised of two plants. Work started in 
2019 and won’t be completed until 2021.

The addition will enable those plants to 
convert ammonia to less harmful nitrate on 
a year-round basis. Capacity limitations have 
hindered that ability with the result HHRAP 
ammonia reduction targets haven’t been met. 
However, when the new tanks are in service 
that will all change, says Grice.

“It is estimated that approximately 6,100 
tonnes of ammonia will be removed from 
the aquatic ecosystem over the next 10 years 
of post-construction.”

North America Construction (1993) Ltd. 

is the general contractor building the tanks 
and it’s also carrying out the parallel con-
struction of a new disk filtration tertiary 
treatment facility which will also reduce 
approximately 500 tonnes of phosphorus 
and 15,000 tonnes of solids during that same 
10-year period, says Grice.

At an estimated cost $165-million, the 
work being conducted by North America 
Construction is the largest and most expen-
sive of three separate contracts which make up 
overall Woodward upgrades project. Still, the 
construction schedule is actually the shortest 
of those three because of the contractor’s par-
allel work and the fact that the disk filtration 
tertiary treatment facility is being built on 

a greenfield site with limited below-ground 
obstructions is the reason, he says.

The origins of the Woodward upgrades 
project dates to 2008 when the City of Ham-
ilton completed an environmental assess-
ment to determine a plan for the upgrades, 
as well as preparing for future growth.

“But then the 2008/2009 recession hit and 
there was a decrease in water consumption, 
so we decided to focus entirely on improving 
water quality.”

In 2016 the first step of plan was put into 
place with the launch of a long-term mon-
itoring program to measure the impact on 
the Red Hill Creek. The secondary treat-
ment effluent discharge flows into that creek, 
but the discharge channel will have to be 
moved one kilometre to the north when the 
upgrades program is completed. The mon-
itoring will continue until at least 2031, says 
Grice.

To provide the necessary power supply to 
all of Woodward’s existing and planned new 
processes, a major electrical overhaul began 
in 2017 and will continue until 2021. The 
existing electrical substations have been in 
service for over 50 years and are nearing the 
end of their normal service life. They don’t 
have the sufficient capacity to accommo-
date the power requirements of the process 
upgrades.

Alberici Constructors Ltd. is erecting a 
new power centre consisting of four standby 
3,000-KW diesel generators, plus installing a 
dual 13.8 kV back-up distribution loop right 
around the entire Woodward site which also 
includes a water treatment plant.

During the same period, 2017 to 2021, 

a new 1,700 wastewater MLD wastewater 
pumping station is being built just upstream 
of the secondary treatment plants by Maple 
Reinders.

The Woodward upgrades project is being 
led by Jacobs, which is the prime consultant, 
and AECOM, with support from Wood. In 
addition, there are a number of specialty 
sub-consultants used for subsurface utility 
investigations, geotechnical, environmental, 
and designated substance surveys.

Asked how the planning and co-ordin-
ation of a such a lengthy, complicated, and 
expensive project was and is being carried 
out, Grice said it involved the creation of a 
series of separate sub-project teams con-
sisting of both city and consulting staff. The 
design was undertaken over the course of 
several years, with key “deliverable mile-
stones” at different stages.

In summarizing the history of the Wood-
ward upgrades, he points out there has been 
a complete reversal in Hamilton’s economic 
status compared to 2008 and 2009.

“It’s now booming,” noted Grice.
With that growth, may come an increase 

in wastewater flows and that is being mon-
itored to determine if a capacity expansion 
will be required. But that’s not anticipated 
until after 2026, he says.

Although not part of the upgrade’s 
improvements, other construction is also 
occurring at Woodward including the 
erection of a new biosolids management 
facility which is currently on track to open  
May 1, says Grice.

“This is quite a busy place and, at any one 
time, there can be 300 workers on site.”

Hamilton’s Woodward treatment plant upgrades massive in scope

CITY OF HAMILTON

The electrical upgrades included in the plant upgrades will ensure sufficient power and for 
all essential infrastructure at the Woodward Avenue Wastewater Treatment Plant.

CITY OF HAMILTON

Hamilton’s new main pumping station at the Woodward Wastewater Treatment Plant will have a wet weather capacity of 1,700 mega-
litres per day and result in a larger and deeper wet well to mitigate flooding, provide increased system storage and reduce solids 
building during dry weather flows.
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CONTACT US

T: 416.476.1790
F: 416.255.6333
soils@bell.net
www.avenuesoils.com

• Impacted non-
hazardous soils 
transportation 

& disposal

• Clean fi ll 
procurement 

transportation 
& disposal

• Complete 
earthworks 

service & full site 
remediation
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DAN O’REILLY
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In a massive undertaking 
intended to improve the water 
quality of the Grand River and 

reduce odours stemming from a 
lagoon system, the Region of Water-
loo has spent millions of dollars and 
more than 10 years to improve the 
performance of its large wastewater 
treatment facility.

The approximately $350-mil-
lion upgrade of the Kitchener 
Wastewater Treatment Plant has 
gone through three phases — the 
last of which will come to an end 
later this year, with a fourth phase  
now in its early stages.

But that investment is reaping 
benefits, says Jo-Anne Ing Lagos, 
the head of the region’s environ-
mental engineering division.

Over the past decade those 
upgrades “have significantly 
improved the plant’s reliability, oper-
ability and treated water quality that 
is returned to the Grand River and 
have also addressed aesthetic issues 
including reducing the odours.”

The upgrades completed in 
those first three phases transi-
tioned the treatment plant from 
a conventional secondary treat-
ment plant to a tertiary treatment 
process capable of meeting strin-
gent effluent criteria.

More complete organic carbon, 
nitrogen, phosphorus and solids 
removal as well as improved dis-
infection have been achieved and 
studies by the University of Wat-

erloo have shown there has been 
a marked improvement in the 
health of the river’s fish popula-
tion, she says.

Conducted from 2008-2012, 
the first phase upgraded the plant’s 
solids handling process in prepar-
ation of for the decommissioning 
the lagoons and included the con-
struction of a new dewatering cen-
tre. The consultant was Tetratech 
(formerly Hydromantis).

Also starting in 2008 and 
carrying on into 2013, Phase 2 
included improvements to treat 
centrate and reduce effluent 
ammonia levels by upgrading the 
aeration system and the construc-
tion of a new aeration building. 
Other work included the con-
struction of a pumping station 
and an ultraviolet ultra-disinfec-
tion facility. The preliminary and 
detailed design and services dur-

ing construction were completed 
by CH2M Hill.

Commencing in 2010, the third 
phase included the creation of a 
facility plan, the conducting of 
an environmental assessment, the 
decommissioning of the lagoons, 
the construction of a new energy 
centre to provide standby power, 
and the building of a new head-
work’s facility, plus a tertiary fil-
tration building and a new outfall. 
AECOM was the overall consult-
ant and there was a total of six dif-
ferent construction contracts, says 
Ing Lagos.

Given the scope, complexity 
and cost of the upgrades program, 
the region opted for a design-bid-
build delivery model. In order 
accelerate project schedules, how-
ever, it also approved a process 
where the selected design consult-
ants would also provide consulting 
services during detailed design 
and construction administration 
phases, she says.

In the now underway $73-mil-
lion, 10-year fourth phase there 
will be multiple projects, some of 
which are now in progress. They 
include a twinned influent sewer 
channel designed by AECOM and 
being built by W.S. Nichols and the 
erection of a co-generation facility. 
The contractor is W.A. Stephen-
son and the consultant is a team 
comprised of Jacobs (formerly 
CH2M Hill) and CIMA. The other 
projects have not been tendered, 
although some are in the early 
design or pre-design stages, says 
Ing Lagos.

$350-million upgrade of Kitchener wastewater treatment plant nears end

Managing the success of your construction business can be 
challenging in today’s evolving marketplace.

When you partner with Aviva for your surety needs, you can 
count on us to provide you with: 
 • Expert advice and consultation for your specific project 
 • Our commitment to help you meet your business goals 
 • A stable partnership focused on the long-term

With more than 100 years of expertise behind us, you can 
trust Aviva as your valued business partner.

Contact your broker to learn more.

A partner you can trust

Aviva and the Aviva logo are trademarks used under license by the licensor.

avivacanada.com
Insurance  –  Home  |  Auto  |  Leisure & Lifestyle  |  Business  |  Surety

REGION OF WATERLOO

Seen here are the new plants being built for secondary wastewater treatment and a new headworks facility 
that will be completed early this year at the Kitchener Wastewater Treatment Plant.

‘The upgrades have 
significantly improved 
the plant’s reliability, 
operability and treated 
water quality,’
Jo-Anne Ing Lagos 
Region of Waterloo
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GET MORE DONE™** with 200+ PRODUCTS in the DEWALT 20V MAX* line.
All tools come with upgraded features, superior ergonomics and use Lithium-Ion 
batteries. For extreme performance, step up to the XR® series and get advanced 

electronics, extended runtime and faster application speeds.

Copyright ©2019 DEWALT. The following are examples of trademarks for one or more DEWALT power tools and accessories: The yellow and black color scheme; the “D”-shaped air intake grill; the array of 
pyramids on the handgrip; the kit box configuration; and the array of lozenge-shaped humps on the surface of the tool.   *With respect to the DEWALT 20V MAX*: Maximum initial battery voltage (measured without 

a workload) is 20 volts. Nominal voltage is 18          **DEWALT 20V MAX* vs. DEWALT 18V NiCad..  

Learn More at 

DCN_20Vsys_200Plus_Tbld_Eng.pdf   1   4/26/19   2:58 PM
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GRANT CAMERON
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A large, yellow crawler crane is in position, poised over 
a concrete shaft at the pie-shaped worksite near Fairy 
Lake in Newmarket, Ont. Nearby, an excavator oper-

ator is loading dirt onto a waiting dump truck.
Nothing out of the ordinary for your typical construc-

tion site, really.
Roughly 12 metres below ground, though, it’s a differ-

ent story. A cigar-shaped, micro-tunnel boring machine is 
ready to go to work.

The task?
Dig away at the dense underground soil and dirt so 

concrete pipes can be laid for a 5.1-kilometre-long sewage 
pipe that will run parallel to an existing 36-year-old force-
main through the heart of Newmarket.

Work on the $110.6-million project, aptly named the 
York Durham Sewage System Forcemain Twinning Project, 
is well under way and should be completed by December 
2021. The project also includes changes to the Newmarket 
and Bogart Creek sewage pumping stations to improve the 
system.

The machine, one of two presently being used on the 
project, will tunnel west towards Cane Parkway. A second 
machine will tunnel north from another work area along 
the route to Newmarket Pumping Station.

The machines will create a tunnel about two metres in 
diameter. They are pushed by a hydraulic jack and con-
crete tubes are placed behind.

“At the moment, we’re completing our fifth tunnel drive,” 
explains Jose Manalo, project manager, capital planning 
and delivery, environmental services, for Newmarket. 

“We’re micro-tunnelling the pipe across Newmarket from 
the north end to the south end.

“Micro-tunnelling is a type of technology where we can 
do installation of pipe and don’t have to open-cut the road 
and disturb river crossings and whatnot. In total, we have 
seven micro-tunnel drives. We completed four to date and 
we are about two weeks away from completing our fifth 
out of seven drives.”

The project involves twinning the town’s existing force-
main, which will move wastewater from the Newmarket 
Pumping Station to the Aurora Pumping Station, along 
with installing 530 metres of pressurized pipe to move 
wastewater from the Bogart Creek Pumping Station to the 
new forcemain. Changes will also be made to the New-
market and Bogart Creek Stations to connect to the new 
forcemain.

The current forcemain was built around 1983. Presently, 
Newmarket is the only municipality in the region without 
a twin forcemain. The plan is to transfer sewage flow to 
the new pipe and maintain the old one.

The new forcemain will run under 11 river crossings 
and three railways crossings and below parks and major 
streets.

“It cuts across very dense urban area in Newmarket and 
we have seven, strategically-placed work areas. Within 
those work areas we drive the tunnel from point A to point 
B,” says Manalo. 

“Right now, we have two machines that are tunnelling 
in different directions to ensure we finish the project on 
schedule.”

The boring machines are smaller and different than 
the much larger tunnel-boring machines (TBMs) used on 
projects like the Metrolinx Eglinton Crosstown light rail 
line in Toronto. The TBMs are run by an operator inside 
the machines, whereas the micro-tunnel boring machines 
are run by an operator above ground.

The micro-tunnel boring machines churn away at the 
ground and a crane then lowers segments of pipe as it is 
pushed forward.

It takes a small team of 18 to 20 workers to ensure that 
the placement and alignment of the machine is correct 
and that it stays on track.

Contractor for the tunnelling work is Ward & Burke 
Construction. The company has completed several similar 
projects in Ontario, including the Burbrook Trunk Sewer 
Project, a $9.5-million project that involved constructing 
concrete caissons and two micro-tunnels under rail lines 
in London, Ont.

As with any tunnel-boring project, the biggest challenge 
is the soil conditions. The operator adapts as the machine 
moves along.

“We do our best to try to determine the makeup and the 
science of the soil conditions so that we can prepare our-
selves for what we have to deal with,” says Manalo.

 “However, you don’t always know exactly what soil 
conditions you’re faced with. The main operator needs to 
be skilled in order to overcome this.”

When the machine is boring, the operator is constantly 
looking at data that is sent back and adjusts the speed and 
torque of the machine accordingly. Noise is a factor, but 
engineers have designed the project so that work areas are 
enclosed as much as possible.

“We’ve insulated all of our sound-generating equipment,” 
explains Manalo. 

“We’ve housed them off and put insulation blankets 
around them just to let the vibration and noise from the 
equipment dissipate.”

Original plans called for the forcemain to be installed 
using an open-cut method, but the amount of trenching 
required would have been very disruptive to the commun-
ity and businesses, so the town opted to go with micro-tun-
nelling in order to ensure less disturbance and to protect 
the environment. 

The machines are incredibly accurate, notes Manalo, 

and use a laser-guided system so the operator always 
knows their precise location.

“When they do a breakthrough, they’ll draw a circle 
around where they want it to come through and it’s just 
amazing. The combination of a laser-guided system and 
surveying always ensures that they meet the target.”

Micro-tunnelling technology key to Newmarket forcemain project

TOWN OF NEWMARKET

The micro-tunnel boring machines being used for the York Durham Sewage System Forcemain Twinning Project are 
moved forward using a hydraulic jack. Using the tunnel boring machines reduces the need for open-cut roads.

“It’s just amazing. The combination of 
a laser-guided system and surveying 
always ensures that they meet the 
target,”
Jose Manalo 
York Region

TOWN OF NEWMARKET

A look at the cigar-shaped, micro-tunnel boring machines 
being used on the Newmarket forcemain project.

TOWN OF NEWMARKET

A section of sewage pipe is lowered into a shaft on the 
Newmarket forcemain project.
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